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SUMMARY

The L-C resonant decay technique for measuring circuit Q
or losses is improved by eliminating the switch from the
inductor-capacitor loop. A MOSFET switch is used instead
to momentarily connect the resonant circuit to an exciting

voltage source, which itself is gated off during the decay
transient. Very reproducible, low duty cycle data could be
taken this way over a dynamic voltage range of at least
10:1. Circuit Q is computed from a polynomial fit to the
sequence of the decaying voltage maxima. This method
was applied to measure the losses at 60 kHz in inductors
having loose powder cores of moly permaUoy and an
Mn-Zn power ferrite. After the copper and capacitor losses
are separated out, the resulting specific core loss is shown
to be roughly as expected for the MPP powder, but
anomalously high for the ferrite powder. Possible causes
are mentioned.

INTRODUCTION

Low loss, high frequency power inductors and capacitors
are finding increased application in various L-C resonant
circuits used for efficient conversion of electrical power in
space. Knowledge of the losses in separate components is
valuable information for the design of improved
components, but is often very difficult to obtain because
their Qs are typically well over 100; that is, their energy
loss is a small fraction of the energy stored. For such
components, the power loss equivalent to a sinusoidal
voltage-to-current phase shift of less than one degree away
from 90 ° usually can not be resolved sufficiently well by
8-bit digitizing oscilloscopes suitable for recording at say
100 kHz. Also, parasitic phase shifts between the
measured voltage and current at high frequencies are
known to be a serious source of error in such direct

recording and computation methods [ 1]. Loss measurement
in these circumstances thus strains the capabilities of
electronic wattmeter methods and one must turn to

methods that either measure directly the slow decay with

time of a finite L-C stored energy or else use calorimetry
to measure the continuous conversion of eleclrical energy

into heat. Highly accurate calorimetry of magnetic
component losses has been reported [2], but requires much
effort to implement. Energy loss measurement in an L-C
tank circuit undergoing damped oscillations is in principle
straight forward and has been used for a long time [3,4].

That method, however, gives the total L-C circuit losses,
which is short of the final goal if the interest is to study
individual components. For the separation of losses one
needs relatively low loss reference L or C, accurately
characterized for its losses at the frequencies, excitation
amplitudes and temperatures of interest. Such references
have been based on theoretical calculations of their losses

[4] and thus depend on the confidence that one can
establish for the prediction models. In any case then, one
may be forced to rely on the empiricism of calorimetry to
establish the ultimate accuracy of references or to directly
characterize components when sinusoidal Fourier analysis
is not applicable.

The work described below presents an improved method
for establishing decaying oscillations in an L-C resonant
circuit that avoids extraneous switch losses. It is suitable

for repetitious observation at low duty cycle. Polynomials

of degree 10 are shown by experimental example to give
a good global fit to the maxima of the damped oscillations
in most cases. Using the polynomial coefficients, a simple
calculation then yields the exponential damping
coefficient, or circuit Q, as a smooth function of the
excitation amplitude. Results are presented for two

quasilinear powder core inductors coupled to a
polypropylene f'tlm capacitor.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

The core to be tested was connected directly across a low

loss, polypropylene film capacitor, as shown in Figure 1.
A power amplifier provided sinusoidal voltage excitation
of this core-capacitor tank circuit in a parallel resonant
configuration. The excitation frequency could easily be set
close to the resonant value fo, thereby minimizing the
driving current requirements of the amplifier. A high-side
solid state switch, driven by a control pulse and utilizing
high voltage power MOSFETs, was used to connect the
amplifier to the tank circuit just long enough to establish
a steady state or desired amplitude. When this switch was
opened, the subsequent damped RLC-type oscillations
were single-shot recorded by a digitizing oscilloscope, to
be computer processed later. The control pulse also gates
on the AC source during the ramp-up time only; if left on
continuously, the AC source would couple through the
MOSFET capacitances to produce an unacceptable beat
distortion of the decaying oscillations when these



oscillations were below a quarter or so of their initial
peak. Repetitious electronic switching then lets one
observe variations as the source amplitude and frequency
are adjusted. Since there is no switch in the core-capacitor
loop itself, the only significant energy dissipation is
confined to the core and capacitor and their short
interconnectiom. The effects of the open-state MOSFET
switch could easily be verified to be negligible by
substituting a mechanical switch; for excitations above a
few volts, we found the type MTM2N85 MOSFETs, rated
2 A and 850 V, to be acceptable. And at the frequencies
not exceeding 100 kHz of interest here, radiative losses
from this quite compact core-capacitor loop may be
expected to be negligible compared to the component
losses. Thus extraneous losses are minimized by this
setup, which also permits easy, repetitive operation at low
duty cycle so as to minimize component heating. Voltage
source interference through the MOSFET capacitances is
also eliminated, since the signal source is gated off during
the decay transient. To avoid large amplifier currentspikes
upon switch turnon, we used either a simple series
snubbing circuit (not shown), occasionally a programmed
ramp-up of the source generator, or else relied on
inductances in the power source itself. To clip positive or
negative destructive voltage spikes upon switch opening,
we used two circuits shunting the source, each consisting
basically of a diode in series with a capacitor. The
capacitor charges to the steady state peak voltage value
and clips any voltage spike above that value; charge
bleedoff and current limiting resistors are necessary.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS FOR SAMPLE CORES

A high frequency toroidal inductor having a cross-section
Acffil.1 cm_ and a mean path length 1c,*17.9cm was made
by filling a plastic core case with loose moly permalloy
powder (MPP) of a type used in the manufacture of
_=200 MPP cores. The filled case was then wound with
53 turns of 13-gauge equivalent, 20 kHz rated Litz wire.
At 0.45 V peak, 20 kHz excitation, an impedance bridge
indicated an inductance of 29.3 !oH and an equivalent
series resistance (FAR) of 0.0368 r, giving a Q of 100.
Another such inductor was prepared by substituting
powdered (particle size < 100 microns) Ceramic
Magnetics, Inc. type MN80 Ma-Zn power ferrite for the
MPP. Bridge measurements, as above, gave an inductance
of 35.6 oH and an ESR of 0.0375 _, and hence a Q of
119, for this core. At a test frequency of 66.7 kHz, bridge
measurements gave substantially unchanged inductances,
and Qs of 144 (ESR--0.085f/) and 299 (F_,SR=0.050f2)for
these powdered MPP and ferrite inductors, respectively;
note that Q=-IX I/R for an inductor or a capacitor, where
X is the reactance and R is the ESR.

These inductors were then resonated with polypropylene

film capacitors of various values in the setup described
above. Figures 2a and 2b present samples of the basic
resonant decay curves obtained for the two inductors when
coupled to a low loss, 0.22 pF, polypropylene film

capacitor having a bridge determined ESR of 0.030 f_
(Q=357) at 66.7 kHz. Similar data, not shown, were taken
over several lower, contiguous voltage ranges and
combined in order to improve resolution over a wide
voltage range. Further, low excitation level, bridge
measurements of the Q of this capacitor in the frequency
(f) range 20 to 100 kHz are well approximated by

Qc = 9-29x107 f-l.t2, (1)

which is assumed, for lack of better data, to hold at higher
voltages as well when calculating QL for the inductor.

In a slrictly linear L-C-R circuit, the decay of voltage
oscillations proceeds according to the form

v(t) = vo e .at sin(_0t), (2)
where

ot.R/(2L) (3)
and

o._[(1/LC) - od ]'rz. (4)

If R is written as a sum of the component ESRs Rr and
Ro then the decay constant ¢xcan be written in terms of
the component Qs as

Ct= (C0/2)[QL-'+ (o:T.CQc)l]. (5)

However, for low loss components, ¢t is small and
to:'LC=I quite accurately, making

(X- (O_/'2)(QL-'+ Qc"1) (6)

a good approximation and Q,,_(2c0 a convenient
definition of the L-C-R system Q. To get exact results, LC
can be eliminated from Equation (5) by using the
definition of co, obtaining

or

2CffO)= QL"l + Qcq + (ct/to)2Qc"l , (7)

O./0_= (QL" + Qc")[ 1 + (1 - Qc-'QL" - Qc"2),a ]q. (8)

Both ot and co, and hence the system Q, can be derived
from the experimental data in Figure 2. Generally these
quantities will vary somewhat with the time during decay
because the circuit elements - especially the inductor - are
not entirely linear with the excitation amplitude. Thus the
frequency was found by a simple zero crossing analysis of
the data and ¢t was derived from a plot of the decaying
peak voltage as described below.

The peak magnitudes of the oscillations given by Equation
(2) are

Iv I,,ax,n = vo [1 + (otRo)2 ]-'_ e-'xt*, (9)

which occur at times

ta = (n - 1)r_to-' + co"sin-'[1 + (o;/co)2 ]"a, n=1,2,3 .... (10)



Let p be a polynomial, or some other function, fitted to
the experimentally determined sequence of decaying
voltage peaks. Figure 3 shows two examples of 10th
degree polynomials least-squares fitted to the positive
peaks in Figure 2. The exponential form in Equation (9)
can be made to fit the decaying voltage peaks (now
represented by p) quite well locally, although not in

general globally, by adjusting the value of Ix, etc..
Replacing t_ by a continuous t, one can write

p(t)= vo [I+ (O;/_)2]-Ine-_t, (11)

where Ix is at most a slowly varying function of t This

implies that

Ix(t) = -p'(t)]P(O, (12)

and so the system Q can be computed from

Q(t) = -(co/2)p(t)/p'(t). (13)

Using the above methods, we computed the system Q over
a wide voltage range of both the MPP and MN80 ferrite

loose powder inductors when resonated with the capacitor
characterized by Equation (1). Results are presented in

Figure 4, which shows the splicing of data from several
voltage ranges. Instrumentation errors, such as amplifier
nonlinearities and offsets, as well as polynomial fit errors,
contribute to the plot mismatches and unevenness seen.

Even though the high degree polynomial fits appear to be
very good in Figure 3, the derivatives of these

polynomials tend to oscillate increasingly at the lower
voltages of a range, causing Q calculation errors in
Equation (13). Also, frequency determination becomes
inaccurate as the voltage approaches the instrumentation
noise level. These errors are thought to be major
contributors to the Q oscillations evident near the lower

ends of the voltage ranges. The significant shifting in
frequency with voltage level, especially in the case of the
MN80, appears to be a real material effect due to the
competing effects of variations in L and the losses. Thus
one expects the frequency to increase at high voltages due
to onset of magnetic saturation.

It is apparent from Figure 4 that the two powdered cores
have remarkably different loss characteristics with
variations in voltage. Whereas the system Q using MPP
powdered material slopes down gradually with increasing
voltage, the Q using MN80 powder drops far more
rapidly, starting significantly above the Q for MPP when
below a volt and falling far below the Q for MPP at 100
volts. This may be contrary to expectation, based on the
fact that for a sinusoidal magnetic induction (B) of 1 kG,
the solid MN80 has lower volume specific losses than

does a solid _=26 MPP core or l-rail Supermalloy tape
[5]. See Table I for the core loss ranking of MN80
relative to some other well known high frequency

magnetic materials. One might speculate mechanical
agitation loss differences due to B-field or
magnetostrictive forces on the particles or loss differences

due to surface effects, but presently the cause is unknown.

Table I. Core Loss of Sample Commercial Materials at 25 C
and B=0.1 T at Selected Available Frequencies

50 kHz 60 kHz 100 kHz

"200 p" MPP 0.63 W/cm 3 0.84 W/cm 3 1.88 W/cm 3

" 26 p" MPP 0.22 0.28 0.56

Supermalloy 0.091 0.28
(1-mil tape)

MNS0 0.15

MN8CX 0.024

The peak B-field is of basic interest for the magnetic core
and was calculated from

B# = 27 Vpk]f, (Bpk: te$la, f: Hz, Vpk: volts). (14)

This formula incorporates the core geometry and a rough

correction forthe core-to-winding air space and treats the
powder as a uniform medium. Assuming that Equation (1)
for Qc is valid up to the voltages of interest here, the
inductor QL can be found from Equation (6). Resulting

plots of QL versus Bpk are shown in Figure 5. The range

of Bpk covered is seen to be from around a few gauss to
2 kilogauss. The disparity in QL between the two inductors
remains and can only be ascribed to a difference in losses
in the powdered materials.

The separation of losses can be carried out one step
further, to arrive at the volume-specific core loss (W), in
watts/m 3. From basic considerations of the losses per

cycle, one can derive the total ESR of an inductor with a
magnetic core to be

Rs = 2btLcWBpk -2 + R w , (15)

where Rw is the resistance of the winding and L c is the
inductance of the core volume alone with magnetic

material present. Assuming no proximity effects on Rw
due to the core, the Rw is the same as the resistance of the
inductor with no core and hence can be measured as a

function of L Thus in Q-terminology, the Oo of this
no-core inductor was found from bridge measurements to

be well approximated by

Qo = f • (9-94x10"4 " 6.°95x1°-9 f + 1.1°3x1°-'3 f: -
8.671x10-19 f3 ) , (16)



for f in the range 10 kHz to 100 kHz, where the
inductance (L.) was nearly constant at 4.67x10 "6H. Both
Lo and L always include an inductance (Lp) of the core-to-
winding peripheral air space, which gives rise to some
correction factors in the formulas below; e.g., L= Lc+L.=

pr(L.- I_I._,. For the present inductors, Lp=2.66x10"eH.

Equation (15) implies that the Q of the core material itself
is

Q_o,,= _ (17)
2pW

and satisfies

where

and

1 1 1
+ (18)

QL atQ_o., a_Qo

Lo
at - 1 + [_(--_ - 1)]-t

%

1
a=. 1 - (I--=-) (20)

ho _,

are factors correcting for the existence of L_. Likewise, I.,p
affects the value of 11,,as computed from e

p, = [C-t(_ 2 + o5 -t- Lp]/(L. - I..p) ; (21)

this formula follows from Equation (4). The specific core
loss was then computed from

W= _ 1 1
2_u, (_- a_Qo )'

which is a combination of Equations (17) and (18), giving
the plots shown in Figure 6. The MPP plot is well fit by

W = 90.19 Bzcss , (w/cm 3)

which for f---62kI-Iz and B<0.1 T is somewhat above

W = 2.92x10 -e ft__ Be_, (w/cm 3)

capacitor in a compact loop. This circuit was then excited
by a signal burst near the resonant frequency, momentarily
applied from an amplifier through a MOSFET switch. The
850 V, 2 A power MOSFETS introduced negligible
additional capacitance and served well at excitation levels
above 2 volts. Switching, oscilloscope triggering and the
signal source could all be easily controlled by a single
gating pulse to give reproducible data at a low duty cycle.
This eliminates voltage source interference through the
MOSFET capacitances, since the source is gated off
during the decay. The noise limited, maximum useful
dynamic voltage range usually spanned a ratio of at least
10:1. System Q was computed from a polynomial fit to
the sequence of the decaying voltage maxima.

This resonant decay technique was then applied to
measure the losses in two inductors having magnetic cores
consisting of moly permalloy (MPP) and Mn-Zn power

(19) ferrite loose powdered materials. An independently
characterized, low loss polypropylene film capacitor was
used to establish resonance at about 60 kHz. From
manufacturers' data for these core materials in their bulk
solid form, one expects the powdered power ferrite to
have 60 kHz losses significantly below the losses of the
MPP powder, making the powdered ferrite a candidate
material for low loss power inductors. The Q
measurements taken unfortunately indicated the contrary
for these as is powders. After the capacitor and copper
losses are separated out, the resulting specific core loss
plots show that the ferrite powder has significantly higher
60 kHz losses than does the MPP powder for peak
magnetic inductions above about 2.5 mT, which is the loss
curve crossover point. The MPP powder losses at least at

(22) 0.1 T are about as expected from manufacturers data
scaled to the density of the powder, but this loss anomaly
is significantly increased in the ferrite powder. Particle
surface effects, stresses induced by crushing the fertile to
a powder, or losses due to mechanical agitation of the
powder in the core may be responsible. More work is

(23) needed to def'me and control the causes.

(24)

obtained from manufacturer's data [6] for solid, pr=200,
MPP material by scaling to the powder density of 5.39
g/cm'. For the MN80 powder [7] (2.62 g/cm3), one would
have expected the losses not to exceed about 0.06 w/cm 3
at 50 to 60 kHz and 0.1 T, instead of the 3 w/cm 3
observed.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Energy dissipation or Q measurements were performed on
an inductor-capacitor resonant circuit by capturing its
decaying oscillations as a single-shot Iransient on a
digitizing oscilloscope. Switching losses and disturbances
were eliminated by coupling the inductor directly to the
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